passing over the pulleys, to assist the ascent of the bell or receiver as the gas enters it, we proceed as follows:
Fill the retort half or two-thirds full, according to the quantity of gas desired. A medium sized retort filled half full of the crystalized nitrate of ammonia will generate about thirty gallons of the gas, after the water in the gasometer has become impregnated with it. The desired quantity of gas being obtained, the small stop-cock at the base of the gasometer, which allows the gas from the wash-bottles or purifier to enter the receiver, should be closed; the extra weights, before, referred to, should be removed as the remaining ones balance the bell in the tank.
It is also advisable to remove all except the upper and smaller weights when the patient is inhaling the gas, that no obstruction may be offered to its flow from the re" ceiver into the inhaling tube.
